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Abstract: With the fast development of technology related to the Internet, almost 
everything tends to be migrated to networks. So do traditional component-based 
software systems. In networked component-based software systems, connections 
between components are not reliable and new failure behaviors emerge. These issues 
are not considered by existing methods. In order to overcome the problem and predict 
the system reliability, this paper introduces the failure modes which originate from 
actual networked systems. By using them, error propagation within networked 
component-based software is analyzed. Then, the details on how to predict the system 
reliability using a discrete time Markov chain are proposed. At last, a case study is 
employed to validate our method, which is capable of helping the system designers 
predict the reliability of networked component-based software systems in the early 
stage. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In recent years, with the fast development of Internet and cloud computing, many 
software systems have been transferred to or implemented on the Internet, or are 
about to do so. Components deployed on different hosts all over the world are 
interconnected through the Internet to constitute a networked software system. This 
paradigm has been very popular and considered as promising. However, the networked 
factors incorporate troubles in the meanwhile. On the one hand, the Internet is not 
always stable, making the connections between components frequently fail and getting 
the data lost. This will inevitably impact the system reliability. On the other hand, 
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components are deployed on remote computers and their running states are not able 
to be obtained easily, causing different failure modes comparing to the traditional 
component-based software systems. The methods for predicting the reliability of 
traditional systems cannot model the new details in networked software systems. How 
to analyze/predict the reliability of the burgeoning networked software systems has 
been a critical problem. 

To attack the problem, in this paper we introduce new failure modes which take into 
account networked factors, and draw error propagation analysis in networked software 
systems. Afterwards, a discrete time Markov model is built for predicting the reliability 
of networked software systems and the steps are listed in detail. Finally, a case study 
is provided to demonstrate effectiveness of the model. The proposed method in this 
paper is able to predict the reliability early in the design stage to help the system 
designer achieve high system reliability. 
 

2. Failure Modes Considering Networked Factors 
 
In theory, output generated by a component or a program can be divided into two parts: 
content/value domain and time domain [1-3]. A correct output means that not only the 
content of the information delivered by a component but also the time of the 
information arrival should be satisfied the specifications. According to this, failures can 
be classified into three categories, namely failures only in content domain, failures only 
in time domain, and failures both in content and time domains. Although failures 
related to timing are usually ignored in local software systems, they are an important 
aspect of networked systems. 

In networked software systems, components are deployed in servers which are 
maintained by others. Therefore, it is very difficult for designers as well as end-users to 
obtain the running states directly. Usually, the states are determined by waiting time. 
A particular time is predefined first. The system is considered to fail and to be unable 
to deliver the output, if we wait longer than the predefined time. This failure is named 
timeout failure. Further, if the output we expect arrives before the predefined time runs 
out, we have to judge the correctness of content domain. If there is no error, no failure 
exists; otherwise, a content failure is considered to occur. 

The output generated by a component in a single execution can be defined as a 
tuple: 

,v t   

where v  is the output value and t  is the duration from the time point that the 
component begins to execute to the time point that the value v  is delivered at the 
interface. 
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The specified output generated by a component is also defined as a tuple: 
, *V T   

where V  is the set of acceptable values and *T  denotes a time threshold which is the 
maximum waiting time before the output delivery. The value of *T  is determined by 
design requirements or end-users’ patience and it changes with components. 

The generated output is considered to be correct if: 
v V  and *t T  

If the component does not give out an output before the execution duration exceeds 
the specific threshold *T , we hold that a timeout failure occurs. In other words, a 
timeout failure occurs if: 

*t T  
If the output generated by a component is erroneous only in content domain, we 

hold that there is a content failure. In other words, a content failure occurs if: 
v V  and *t T  

In practice, timeout failures or similar definitions have been widely used. In 
embedded systems, watchdogs are usually employed to periodically detect whether 
the systems are alive. A watchdog is implemented by a special counter. If the system 
is alive, it sends signals to reset the counter periodically. If the system halts, the 
counter will overflow and cause an interrupt request to restart the system. In 
mainframes or clusters, the similar technique is called heartbeat detection. In network 
programming, a maximum wait time is also predefined when waiting for receiving data 
or receiving data acknowledgements. All of these cases can be characterized by 
timeout failures. 
 

*T
 

 
Fig. 1 Failure modes considering features of networked component-bases software 

 
In summary, correct outputs, content failures and timeout failures can be depicted 

on an axis of time. On the right of *T , only timeout errors exist. On the other side, 
either correct output or output with content errors is delivered. The details are shown 
in Fig. 1. This classification seems very simple, but it accords with the facts and it is able 
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to be applied directly in the analysis of networked component-based software systems 
and other systems. 
 

3. Error Propagation Analysis & Reliability Prediction 
 

3.1 Component Execution 
 
According to the failure modes discussed above, we mainly take into account two 
categories of failures, i.e. content failures and timeout failures, when analyzing and 
modeling component execution. It is clear that content failures in components do not 
necessarily lead to system failures. They may be considered as content errors and 
propagate among components. Timeout failures are completely opposite. They cause 
system failures at once. So how the errors occurring in components behave should be 
discussed before other concerns. Five cases of error/failure propagation are involved in 
this paper. 

The first case of error propagation is that timeout failures arise due to components 
themselves. When a timeout failure occurs in a component, it is considered that this 
component is not able to perform its function any more. So the component failure 
immediately reaches the system interface and leads to a system failure. 

The second case of error propagation is that content errors occur in components and 
propagate them to other components. Internal faults in components (e.g. bugs in code) 
may cause improper states in the internal activities. The components may still deliver 
the outputs on time, but incorrect values. In other words, content errors arrive at the 
component interfaces and propagate out of the components. These errors do not 
hinder systems from running, but affect the subsequent components. 

The third case of error propagation is components receive erroneous input but 
delivery correct output. Components have to receive input with content errors when 
the preceding components propagate the errors out. The received errors may be 
masked in logical operations or comparison operations with a certain probability, 
making correct outputs be delivered. 

The fourth case of error propagation is that components receive erroneous input and 
propagate the content errors out. This case is the opposite of the third one. The 
received content errors are not masked and directly delivered. 

The fifth case of error propagation is that components receive erroneous input and 
generate timeout failures. The received errors may cause the components crashes, 
deadlocks or endless loops and hinder the components from delivering outputs on time. 
The timeout failures in component make the systems unable to continue. 
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According to the cases of error propagation discussed above, there are two cases of 
input for a component. One case is that the input for the component is correct and the 
other one is that the input for the component is erroneous. Hence, the reliability 
parameters of a component which depict all aspects of the reliability specifications by 
probabilities can be defined from the views of the two cases, which are summarized in 
Fig. 2. 

(1) Correct Input 
During the execution of a component iC , an internal error may occur with a certain 

probability due to various reasons. The error may lead to a timeout failure and the 
probability is defined as ( )itep C . The internal error also may cause an erroneous output, 

i.e. a content error. We refer to the probability as ( )icep C . Besides, the component can 

deliver a correct output on time. The probability is denoted as ( )icop C  regardless of 

whether an internal error ever occurs. It is clear that ( ) ( ) ( ) 1i i icop C tep C cep C   . 

(2) Erroneous input 
When a component receives an erroneous input, the execution of iC  may mask the 

error and generate correct output. We refer to this probability as ( )imp C . Unfortunately, 

this case does not happen every time. The error may propagate out of this component 
and this probability is referred as ( )iepp C . On the other hand, the error may be 

transformed into a timeout failure. This probability is denoted as ( )itp C . Thus, we have 

( ) ( ) ( ) 1i i imp C tp C epp C   . 

 

iC

 

iC

 
(a) Correct input                               (b) Erroneous input 

 
Fig. 2 Reliability parameters of components 

 
3.2 Data Transmission on Internet Connections 

 
Compared to traditional component-based software systems, the Internet connections 
in networked systems do not work very well all the time. So they cannot be ignored 
when analyzing and modeling the global reliability. 
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The function of each Internet connection is to transmit data from an input interface 
of a component to an output interface of another component. Data transmission on the 
Internet is based on either TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) or UDP (User 
Datagram Protocol). The former owns various mechanisms itself to provide reliable, 
ordered, and error-checked delivery of data between two hosts while the latter only 
provides best-effort service to transmit data without guarantee of delivery or ordering. 
Though UDP itself lacks guarantee, some reliable mechanisms, such as retransmission 
and acknowledgement, are employed to keep data correct in design. So we believe that 
data are surely correct so long as they are delivered at the output interface of an 
Internet connection. However, data loss still may happen regardless of using TCP or 
UDP. This is because retransmission will not be repeated forever. When the times of 
retransmission exceed a specified number or the cumulative duration of transmission 
and retransmission exceeds a threshold, the retransmission will be stopped and it is 
considered that the destination host is unreachable or something else is wrong on the 
network. In conclusion, there are two cases of data transmission on Internet 
connections, namely the case if the data arrive correctly and the case if the times or the 
cumulative duration of retransmission exceeds a threshold. 

From another viewpoint, the Internet connections are also elements in networked 
software systems. So they are able to be viewed as special components. The two cases 
of data transmission are just corresponding to the case when the correct output is 
delivered and the case when a timeout failure occurs. Hence, we define the probability 
of a timeout failure in the Internet connection ijI  between iC  and jC  as ( )ijtep I  and the 

probability of the correct output as ( )ijcop I . It is clear that ( ) ( ) 1ij ijcop I tep I  . Fig. 3 

summarizes the Internet connection reliability specifications.  
 

iC jC

ijI
 

 
Fig. 3 Reliability parameters of Internet connections 

 
3.3 Reliability Model 

 
It is well known that the reliability of a component-based software system is 
determined not only by the reliability parameters of each individual element, but also 
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by how they are used [4, 5]. We employ ijP  denotes the probability of control 

transferring from component iC  to component jC  when iC  finishes running. For any 

component iC  except the termination one, we have 1ij
j

P  . Fig. 4 shows an example 

of a usage profile in a simple system. 
 

2C

3C

1C 4C

 
 

Fig. 4 Example of usage profiles 
 

In order to analyze the system reliability, we employ the reliability parameters of 
components and Internet connections to build a discrete time Markov chain. Given that 
there are n  components, i.e. 1 2, nC C C , the steps are as follows: 

•For each component iC , two states ( )CC i  and ( )CE i  are added to represent that the 

execution processes of iC  with correct input and erroneous input respectively. 

•For each Internet connection ijI , two states ( , )IC i j  and ( , )IE i j  are added to 

describe that two transmission processes on ijI  from iC  to jC  corresponding to correct 

output and erroneous output from iC  respectively. 

•A state TE  is added to depict the occurrence of timeout errors. 
•The two states STARTC  and STARTE  are added to represent the software system 

starts from correct input and erroneous input respectively. 
•The two states ENDC  and ENDE  are added to represent the software system ends 

with correct output and erroneous output respectively. 
•For the states TE , ENDC  and ENDE , three self-transitions with probabilities 1 are 

added respectively. 
•The transition from ( , )IC i j  to ( )CC j  has probability ( )ijcop I  and the transition from 

( , )IC i j  to TE  has probability ( )ijtep I . 

•The transition from ( , )IE i j  to ( )CE j  has probability ( )ijcop I  and the transition from 

( , )IE i j  to TE  has probability ( )ijtep I . 

•The transition from ( )CC i  to ( , )IC i j  has probability ( )ij iP cop C , the transition from 

( )CC i  to ( , )IE i j  has probability ( )ij iP cep C , the transition from ( )CE i  to ( , )IE i j  has 

probability ( )ij iP epp C  and the transition from ( )CE i  to ( , )IC i j  has probability ( )ij iP mp C . 
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•The transition from ( )CC i  to TE  has probability ( )itep C  and the transition from ( )CE i  

to TE  has probability ( )itp C . 

•The transition from STARTC  to (1)CC  has probability 1 and the transition from 

STARTE  to (1)CE  has probability 1, too. 

•The transition from ( )CC n  to ENDC  has probability ( )ncop C , the transition from 

( )CC n  to ENDE  has probability ( )ncep C , the transition from ( )CE n  to ENDE  has 

probability ( )nepp C , the transition from ( )CE n  to ENDC  has probability ( )nmp C , the 

transition from ( )CC n  to TE  has probability ( )ntep C  and the transition from ( )CE n  to 

TE  has probability ( )ntp C . 

In this Markov model, the software system begins with the state STARTC  or STARTE  
and ends with one of the states TE , ENDC  and ENDE , which are all absorbing states. 
Accessing TE  denotes a system failure without any output, while accessing ENDC  or 
ENDE  indicates an output delivery. As a matter of fact, there is an important 
assumption that the Internet connections used for starting the system and receiving 
the output are reliable. 

The system reliability is viewed as the probability of getting correct output, 
supposing that the system starts with correct input. So the reliability is able to be 
obtained from the model by calculating the probability of reaching the state ENDC  
from the state STARTC  [4, 6]. Due to the three absorbing states, we can get the 
transition matrix P  as the following format: 

Q R
P

O I

 
  
 

 

where I  is an identity matrix of 3 3 , Q  is a square matrix without transition 

probabilities related to the three absorbing states ENDC , ENDE  and TE , and the 
submatrix R  represents the one-step transitions from other states to the three 
absorbing states. The first line of Q  refer to the transition probabilities from STARTC . 

The first, the second and the last column of R  refer to the transition probabilities to 
ENDC , ENDE  and TE , respectively. 

Let 1( , ) ( )V v x y I Q R   , so the probability of reaching ENDC  from STARTC  is (1,1)v . 

From this, the system reliability is (1,1)R v . 

 
4. Case Study 

 
In this section, we employ an economic data collection system to compare its 
prediction with a simulation experiment. 
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4C

3C

5C

 
Fig. 5 An economic data collection system 

 
The economic data collection system which is shown in Fig.5 is to collect data on 

economic indicators from home and abroad. The service of the system can be accessed 
by the interface DataRequest( 1C ). A request can be divided into two parts to allocate to 

AbrCollector( 2C ) and DomCollector( 4C ). AbrCollector is responsible for collecting data 

on important foreign economic indicators and DomCollector is responsible for collecting 
data on all domestic economic indicators. Investment banks, such as Goldman Sachs 
and JPMorgan Chase, always post comments on each issue of the important indicators. 
IBCollector( 3C ) is used to collect them. But only a few domestic indicators are 

comments, so 3C  is not always accessed after the execution of 4C . AbrCollector and 

DomCollector are located abroad. Reporter( 5C ) organizes the data and return them to 

users. 
 

Table 1 Reliability parameters of the components for correct inputs 
 

Component cep tep cop=1-cep-tep 
C1 0.000101 0.000413 0.999486 
C2 0.000289 0.000516 0.999195 
C3 0.000373 0.000534 0.999093 
C4 0.000297 0.000503 0.999201 
C5 0.000434 0.000554 0.999012 

 
Table 2 Reliability parameters of the components for erroneous inputs 

 
Component epp tp mp=1-epp-tp 

C1 0.999607 0.000128 0.000265 
C2 0.999349 0.000139 0.000512 
C3 0.999218 0.000144 0.000638 
C4 0.999401 0.000135 0.000464 
C5 0.999153 0.000191 0.000656 
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Table 3 Reliability parameters of the Internet connections 
 

Connection tep cop=1-tep
I12 0.009586 0.990414
I23 0.000538 0.999462
I35 0.012154 0.987846
I14 0.001306 0.998694
I43 0.011739 0.988261
I45 0.001271 0.998729

 
The reliability parameters of the components and Internet connections are listed in 

Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. Using the proposed approach, we obtain that the 
reliability of the system is 0.980086. 

To validate the accuracy of our analysis against measured values is inherently 
difficult, because failures in modern software systems are rare events. It may take a 
long time to observe only one failure. Almost all existing papers (e.g. [4, 7-10]) employ 
simulation experiments to validate the approaches. We follow them to compare our 
result against the simulation value. 

For the reliability simulation, a testbed for networked component-based software 
systems is implemented. In the testbed, user profiles can be controlled easily and each 
component as a dummy method can be executed according to the predefined reliability 
parameters. In addition, each Internet connection as a special component is also 
implemented to simulate data transmission. We invoke the system a predefined 
number of times (denoted as N ) and the number of correct output can be counted 
(denoted as CN ). Thus, the reliability of the system can be calculated by CR N N . 

The reliability from the simulation and the value from our approach are both listed in 
Table 4. Their difference is only 0.000857. So we can conclude that our approach is 
accurate. 
 
Table 4 Comparison between analytical result and the derived value in the simulation 

 
Analytical Reliability Simulated Reliability Difference Error(‰) 

0.980086 0.980943 0.000857 0.874 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
This paper draws error propagation analysis in networked component-based software 
systems and then presents an approach to predict the system reliability based practical 
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failures modes. First, content failures and timeout failures are defined from content 
domain and time domain, respectively, according to the features of networked 
component-based software systems. Then, reliability parameters of networked 
components as well as Internet connections which are regarded as special components 
are introduced after analyzing the error propagation. Finally, a discrete time Markov 
model is synthesized using the parameters. The steps are described in detail. This 
approach can provide strong support for the design of reliable networked systems. The 
comparison between the predicted reliability with the result of the simulation 
experiment shows that the approach is accurate enough. 
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